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 Warrior Clan and I've pretty well lived up to 

          
         - 
         - Accounts of educational system and its abuses.
         Alex:     The following is an interview with Max Ireland of
         Oneida Reserve.  The interview is being conducted in 677 
         LaLonde Street on July 27, 1983, by Alex Cywink.  This is 
         one of a set of two. 
          
         Al
         of which he has about two hundred stories in his repertoire; 
         these are just a few.   Would you care to start with your name
          

x:      Yes.  Tapes I've made before.  I've done this.  My          Ma
         name is Max Ireland, I am sixty years old, I'm from the Oneida
         Reserve, and I am a band member.  My name goes with my number, 
         it's 430 -- Oneidas of the Thames.  I have four boys and one 
         daughter -- they're all grown up.  My wife, her name is Doroth
         and we've been together for a long, long time, since 19-- oh, 
         back in the early '40s.  I've gone through several phases of 
         life as...   
          

come from a         I 
         what was traditional.  One of the things you do, of course, 
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         you withdraw yourself, or are withdrawn from this hazardous 
         occupation into something else as they used to in the old day
         So this is what I did.  See what happens when you stay in -- 
         this happens even with today's soldiers and policemen, 
         particulary policemen.  Every once in a while you read w
         policeman has been shot, or killed some way in the line of 
         duty, and he leaves a grieving family.  What happens here is a 
         married man with a family should never... never should have 
         been there in the first place, because you have a larger numb
         of people grieving, particulary the children.  And the wife, of 
         course, she will grieve, but it's the children... what happens 
          
          
         th
         too.  When this happens you'll have raised a possible, what you
         have done is put a possible, a menance on society...  You loose 
         a possible menace on society in doing this, because the 
         children usually grow up with a revenge factor in their m
         uppermost in their mind -- they're not going to take any 
         chances at all.  They will probably kill first before they
         any questions.  Every once in a while you hear this, you hear 
         of such a thing going on -- policeman shooting a person, 
         killing someone with no provocation whatever and this coul
         the result of deep-rooted feeling of revenge either on the part 
         of your father, or someone close to you.  That's only one 
         aspect.   
          

w in my          No
         work which took quite a bit of physical energy.  I used to go 
         away to work and come back -- that was the closest thing 

 was         actually to being a warrior, but not a hazardous job as it
         before -- and gradually withdrew into another phase of life, 
         which put me indoors.  And this particular job didn't really 
         appeal to me, but it was secure for "X" number of years.  I 
         then went into administrative work for another few years unti
         the day I retired.  And now I, well, I guess I didn't really 
         retire to the point of being inactive, but I had several jobs 
         where I was more or less a teacher, or an instructor of some 
         kind, lecturer.   
          
         I 
         with life:  philosophy, cultural research, history, and 

all I          linguistics -- various things of that nature.  Now I am, 
         do mostly is teach and lecture now, and acting.  I'm active in 
         various roles -- radio, T.V., movies, and various other ways of 
         communicating with the people.  So now I seriously thinking of 
         giving that up entirely and cease all activities other than 
          

st visiting and talking to friends.  This is what you alwa         ju
         dream of when you're young, but when it becomes fact you start 
         to wonder if this is the right course.  You figure that you 
         still have some productive years ahead of you, so I really 
         don't know at this... depends on my health, what it will be 
         like.  I'll be getting it checked over and the annual check-u
         but I've had several of them.  I used to have them every six 
         months, now I'm having them every three months, and probably 



         sooner at closer intervals after this.  But that's been the 
         general outline of my life.   
          

w getting down into specific         No s I've perhaps emphasized several 
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 top of that he used to bring home various things that he got 

at they normally didn't use in those days the head of pigs -- 
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suppose this is the reason that our home was a Mecca for 
 to  
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 mother's grandmother was born in the year 1792 and she used 

         things on my way as well; one is the study of my people.  And I 
         learned when I was quite young.  We lived in a city of St. 
         Thomas, which was a railroad city, and it was through the 
         Depression in the early '30s -- my father worked every day 
         through the hardest part of it.  He used to work six days a 
         week, ten hours a day.  On weekends he trapped and hunted, an
         it's surprising how much extra cash and various things that he 
         made on the weekend.  I remember the coon skins were $5 apiece 
         at that time, and he would get five or six of them on a weekend 
         when they were in season.  Now that's a tremendous boost of the 
         average man's wages, because they were only getting a dollar a 
         day.  He was getting $1.25 a day I believe at the harshest part 
         of the Depression.  Then he got a big raise, he got as high as 
         $1.50 an hour, or a day, rather.  $1.50 a day and it seemed a 
         tremendous wage at that time for what he was doing.  He was 
         managing a farm for one of the hotel owners in St. Thomas.   
          
         On
         from the farm; surplus meat, he used to bring in...  It seems 
          
         th
         he would bring the hocks and the head home.  And he's bring 
         back the -- they call it tripe -- he'd bring that home, and a
         of those things.  He'd also be hunting and we used to have 

ed          various types of meat from the wild game that he either hunt
         or trapped somewhere, so we had meat there too.  And we were 
         never short of food, there was always plenty of food.   
          
         I 
         people from all over.  There were axe handle makers who used
         come to the local market to sell their wares, handles.  Basket 
         weavers, they used to bring their baskets and stay at our house 
         overnight; perhaps on Saturdays they would go out to sell their 
         baskets.  Trappers would come there, they'd be walking all over 
         hunting, trapping, they would come there and spend a few days, 
         perhaps.  Storytellers used to go there, preachers, ordinary 

          salesmen, these -- Oneidas, and particularly Mohawks -- people
         from Six Nations, they often went there to spend a few days 
         with us.  And other Oneidas, Oneidas that I hadn't known -- 
         they came from the United States.  They came from the States,
         and some came from the other way around Wisconsin -- they used 
         to come to visit.  So I got to talking to most of them.  And 
         this is probably where I picked up most of my knowledge.  
         Besides, my mother and my father had a great knowledge of 
         Indian lore, ways and means, how to do these things, what t
         used to do in the old days.   
          
         My
         to tell stories to my mother.  And her grandmother lived for 
         103 years, from 1792 till 1895 when she died 103 years of age.  
         And my mother recently died -- she was 103 when she died.  So 
         some of the stories I know goes back to at least the late 
          



         1700s.  These are the things that happened to my great-great- 
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         great-grandmother, or how many greats are there -- great- 
         grandmothers do you have in two hundred years time, you mig
         say?  And no doubt some of the stories she was told were by her
         elders so you can imagine how far these stories go back.  Some 
         of these stories go back almost to the 1600's -- told by people 
         who were there, told it to my mother's grandmother and she told 
         it to my mother and she told them to me.  So the stories I 
         have, some of them go way back, and they're factual.  Of the
         things that they used to do, the strength of the women, 
         politics -- Indian politics as was practiced at that time, the 
         various rituals, the songs, and the dances and their reason, 
         the meaning, the legends.  All of these things I gradually 
         learned and built up a repertoire of knowledge about these 
         people.   
          
         And along the way I learned of various things that are more 
         recent, in what they used to do through the wars, and the men
         coming back from the war, what they did, the stories they had 
         to tell, and how they were tracking men.  Men and animals, how 
         they have similar behavior under similar circumstances.  
         Everything, the old trackers, hunters.  How to tell the 
         difference between a Chippewyan axe handle and Oneida, and you 
         subgroup them in again as to what family had this particular 
         style.  And even the saws -- how the saws were sharpened -- on
         for speed and the other for endurance.  And how some of the 
         Oneida saws were sharpened in such way that they took advanta
         of both speed and endurance.  They couldn't have both of them 

          to the full extent so they had to compromise by going half-way.
          
         Th
         teeth for the cutter, while the other, if you wanted it to last 
          
         a 
         out.  So the one that was half-way could cut quite fast but 
         didn't break down as a long-pointed teeth used to, because th
         ends broke off quite... in short order, because they were so 
         thin -- they were just like cutting needles.  And the others 
         were quite blunt, you might say.  They lasted a long time but 
         they didn't cut as fast.  You had to compromise.   
          
         Ev
         axe, a lot of people knew about it.  They said, "Well, so and 
         so has a good axe, he can really cut with it."  And this was a 
         point to be remembered by.  A certain man has a good axe or a 
         knife whatever it was, or possibly a dog.  Well, it isn't just 
         the object itself but what it does to poor people.  It helps 
         them to survive.  It helps to make things less difficult for 
         him to perhaps cut down a tree and trim it.  For a man who is 
         such a good saw filer, he became well known.  Well, if you have
         him on your gang, then you know it's almost guaranteed that 
         you're going to have easier going with the saw.  And the man 
         with the sharp axe, he can trim the trees much faster for you 
         than the other people.  The combination of the two would 
         naturally give you an advantage, so you want to have those
         on your team.  In doing so you can pile up more wood and get 
         more money, and when you do this you're able to buy more food,



         or whatever the essentials you deem are required.  So it all 
         added up to one thing and that was the survival of either you 
         yourself, or perhaps your family, or even friends.   
          
         I remember when I was small my father used to give away a lot 
         of food.  He would bring home potatoes and so on.  He'd put 
         them in little bags and he would give them to people as they 
         left to go back home.  And small pieces of bacon -- all of 
         these things meant something to them.  So he was well-loved and 
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         esteemed by many of the people.  He was responsible for many, 
         many times of... many thanks from the people.  I never did see 
         my father drink.  Never saw him drunk anyway.  So he was a kind 
         man.   
          
         He
         course, it was a foregone conclusion that he would die from 
         this problem and he did.  There was nothing the doctors could
         do but stand there, wring their hands and say, "Well, we're 
         sorry but this is the way."  Unlike me, I had severe heart 
         problems and they had, they saved me because of the medical 
         knowledge they have these days.  It's ironic what can and doe
         happen in a matter of a few years.  I think back now to my 
         father's day.  He would probably be still alive, perhaps, ma
         -- that's a long time ago.  He was fifty-six or something like 
         that when he died, or fifty-seven, he was in his mid-fifties 
         anyway, at least; well, close to sixty when he died, somewhere
         along in there.  I still remember him; I was thirteen when he 
         died.   
          
         He
         words that I don't think we could have them, if there's anyon
         around now that has the vocabulary that he had.  Many of our 
         old words have died along with the people.  Some of the words 
         hardly make any sense in today's language, but nevertheless 
         they are the backbone of our original tongue.  I suppose you 
         could in the equivalent, in English equivalent, you'd have to 
         call it archaic, that was an archaic language he spoke if he so
         desired.  I never saw him or heard of him being stuck on any 
         word, couldn't give you a name for it, or an answer to any of 
         those questions.   
          
         Wh
         only Indian to go to that school.  And of course, during the 
          
         ha
         were Indians, to begin with.  And it was quite proper to look 
         down on the Indians, call them down, and make fun of them and 
         this was quite proper -- it was expected almost -- to have this
         done to you.  Everybody would just look around and see how many 
         people were looking and they will make fun of you.  Not like 
         today where you can have the law on them, at least they propos
         that, pretend it's far less.  But now you can, you have 
         retaliatory means through the courts, through the judicial 
         system.  But in those days there wasn't any.  The Indians we
         always at fault, even more so than they are now.   
          



         I didn't go to school on the reserve, but I heard of the hard 

did 

       would just shake his head and say, "Well, just pray."  That's 

l he said was, "Just pray."  So that, I have recollections of 
at, I must have been very young.  And during this time, of 
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d up to the present day is diabetes.  In the research I have 

         times they had, especially at the residential school.  I heard 
         some of my friends and relatives, the hardship they endured 
         just to be in school.  There was no other place to go.  They 
         came from... some of them came from broken up homes and some 
         were orphaned, and some were the oldest in the family and the 
         older ones could be sent away, or else the youngest in the 
         family could be sent there because the parents just couldn't 
         look after them.   
          
         Perhaps the high rate of, high mortality rate amongst the 
         Indian could have in some ways been a blessing, because it 
         alleviate some.  I know the way we lived, I used to be sick a 
         lot and had I died, maybe my parents wouldn't have had it so 
         hard either.  But I was hindrance, I know I was a hindrance 
         when I was young; I was always sick.  However, after you're 
         five and six years old then you stand a pretty good chance of 
         surviving.  The infant mortality rate was very, very high.  I 
         remember when I was very young my mother used to stay up and 
         stay up.  The doctor would come if there was a doctor.  He 
  
          
          
         al
         th
         course, our people really suffered as a result of giving up 
         perhaps some of the home cures, and the Medicine Men were 
         becoming less and less active.  Many were dying off and they 

d         were not being replaced.   The knowledge of their medicine 
         with them, and we never really had much dependence on white 
         doctors or hospitals.  Some of them did, yes, quite a few did 

          actually, but the majority of them I would say never bothered
         with the doctor until about somewhere in the late '20s and 
         early '30s -- then they began to depend on them.  But ever 

          since the 1900s it started... the doctors had gradually been
         getting too old... for possibly thirty years in there, a voi
         of thirty years, thirty to forty years where my people had ver
         little medical help.   
          
         It was during this time 

rge segment of our pe         la
         they died -- large numbers.  I think the ratio here was at 
         least twenty to one for Indians.  On a thousand people there 

e         would be maybe one, there would be fourteen Indians where on
         non-Indian person would have this.  And well into the 30s and 
         40s... and then another, as tuberculosis was gradually eased 
         out of the way.  There was eventually almost one hundred 
         percent eliminated there.  Very, very seldom does anyone hear 
         of tuberculosis anymore, it's becoming a very rare disease
          
         However another thing took hold in the late '30s and early '40s
         an
         done there were no diabetic cases in 1930.  This could possibly 
         be due to diagnostic errors.  Perhaps a doctor hadn't come to 
         the point where they recognized it so readily.  And, however, 
         in 1934 and '35 there was the odd case come up, and in the 
         '70s, '60s and '70s there were almost epidemic proportions.  



          
         And there was another way that my people were dying, in spite 
         of all the medical knowledge, and right now there are still 
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om Detroit or Buffalo.  Indians weren't allowed to drink 

         quite a few... a number of amputees.  My own sister was an 
         amputee and she died that way.  I believe she...  As far as w
         know, she is the only one of our family who was diabetic.  T
         tell us it's hereditary but my mother didn't have it nor my 
         father, as far as I know, of course -- it's hard to check back 
         that far.  But nevertheless, I suppose something happened alo
         the way.  It is now a common disease, it's probably the biggest 
         affliction we have today is diabetes.  And we tend to control 
         it, but we've come lax I suppose -- people become lax and this 
         is the downfall.  Comparatively young people have died from it.
         I have lost several young friends in their early 20s and 30s to 
         this dreaded disease, diabetes, but it still goes on.   
          
         And we have an idea of what causes it.  Well, I really do
         ha
         began to develop diabetes after they started to refine sugar, 
         white sugar, down around the Chatham district.  And they made 
         them from sugar beets rather than sugar, rather than the cane. 
         And I remember we used to have maple sugar at one time, and my 
         mother also used what you call raw sugar.  It was that sort 
         of... brownish, almost like molasses I guess.  They said this 
         isn't so harsh on the pancreas, I guess, is where the trouble
         starts.  You can't break down the sugar content and you get too
         much of it.  And again from when we were children, many of the 
         children used to like sugar.  And men going to work often had 
         just butter and brown sugar sandwiches through the hard times.  
         And I think back now, that possibly these were the main causes 
         of our present dilemma.  People just overindulged in it and 
         there was no other food along to go with it, and we're still 
         suffering as a result.   
          
          
         Th
         Wi
         the cause, they're trying to figure that out.  We have lost so 
         many people, car accidents, through drug and alcohol abuse -- 
         this also is a great concern of mine.  I'm always looking at 
         the ways of... probably the reason... trying to fathom the 
         mysteries of various trends, and what goes on in people's 
         minds.  And I can see why -- several reasons I suppose is th
         some of them just give up, they just give up.  They're ster
         typed into this sort of Indian.  The avenues of different jobs 
         are not open to them.  There are other reasons.  Frustration -- 
         this is quite often the only lifestyle the children have grown 
         up to know.  We learn by example.   
          

o hear my uncles come back         I remember when I was young, I used t
         fr
         openly in those days, but over in the States they were allowed.  

.           And they would be back there and this is another problem too
         The eloquence of these people would surprise the average 
         politician, because they'd say things in such glowing terms.  

d          Their description of what they did really gets to you.  An
         you'd think to yourself, "Golly, I want to be there too.  When 



         I grow up that's what I'm going to do."  How they were treated, 
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         and they'd begin to elaborate on various things such as their 
         drunken parties they had, and they would tell it in such 
         glowing terms that this is the established norm, this is the 
         desired way to behave.  To be a good host or hostess you must
         have a lot to drink and just offer it, and offer as many drink
         as a person can withstand till they're so dead drunk they don't
         know what they're doing, and this is a good host.  At least 
         this was the opinion that I got from my childish mind, so I 
         naturally... I was most anxious to grow up and participate, a
         partake some of these good times that these people came back to 
         tell.   
          
         They neve
         co
         night, no money, and being hungry.  All of these things, it was 
         never mentioned.  But I'm sure they endured those, they must 
         have had hard times, but no, it was never mentioned once, 
         through my memory.  There was never any reference to how 
         someone had to beg, or fall asleep somewhere in the park an
         chased away by the police, or whatever it was.  There was 
         any mention of that.  And naturally we, as children, got to 
         learn this aspect of going to the States and getting drunk.  
         That was quite the thing, it was really good.  Come back and 
         boast it, or perhaps praise yourself for such an adventure.  I
         didn't realize of course at that time how this could affect 
         future generations -- it's still affecting them.  We still put 
         on a prowess of some dignity about getting drunk and making a
         adventure of it -- make it humorous, and make it so idealistic 
         in many ways.  We don't talk about the sickness and the 
         breaking up homes, losing wives, sweetheart, or brother, 
         sisters to this menace.   
          
         And you can trace this back

r traders first came.  T         fu
         they would trade for the Indian's furs and skins and various 
         other commodities to make life less hard, or a little more 
         bearable to the average Indian.  Kettles and guns, knives, 
         steel needles, and different things that the Indians needed.
         Steel traps, and guns, muskets, and things of that sort...  
         they would give them rum.  Rum which the fur traders had gotten
         from their plantations, from the south, those islands down 
         there.  They had other Indians working there freely, just the 

          same as slaves, they were growing the molasses and so forth,
          
         getting the sugar cane and turning it into molasses, some of 

, and much of it got turned into rum.  Rum they brought up          it
         here to feed to the unsuspecting Indians up here.  And when 
         they got drunk they just passed out, they didn't know what was
         going on.  This then gave the fur trader time, the opportunit
         to steal back what he had traded to the Indian.  And in those 
         days families used to come in, full families would come in and 
         trade.  Bring in their wives and daughters, sons, and all... 
         the whole family would come into the trading post, and 
         sometimes several families.  Well, when they did this, the 

g on,         Indians all got drunk and they didn't know what was goin
         they would steal back what trade goods they had given to the



         Indians, and it also gave them the opportunity to play with 
         the Indian women, and daughters of these women.  That was 
         another reason they were getting them drunk, they just used to 
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         give them the rum, make it so... 
          
         (END OF SIDE A) 
          
         (SIDE B) 
          
         Max:      
         liquor and so forth, and perhaps we can go into some other 
         areas, of something like, more modern perhaps.  But we could go 
         to the occasional allusion to the older time.  That's in 
         education -- we had a very high rate of dropout between the 
         ages of, well, grades one to thirteen I believe we had 
         something like ninety-seven and ninety-eight percent dropout 
         rate and this was appalling.  There are many, many reasons fo
         this.  Quite often they said, "Well, there's no use getting 
         educated.  You're not going to get a job anyway."  And others 
         didn't like school, conditions were so hard there, both from 
         the native standpoint and the non-native.   
          
         I remember -- it hasn't been very long ago wh
         ab
         tobacco harvest and it goes well into September.  And some of 
         them used to be excused, and I kept fighting against this.  I 
         said, "It's not worth it."  "Oh yes, but they need the extra 
         money to get ready for school.  They need clothes the 
         winter..."  And, well, they'd pile up a whole lot of things in
         front and they would win the argument.  But I didn't gi
         kept telling them, I said, you're...  Particularly the high 
         school, when you're starting at a high school, there are 
         several things, the worst thing is a cultural shock.  When a 
         child starts high school it's a tremendous shock to his pe
         And to start on time it's even difficult under those... you 
         might call favorable conditions, but imagine starting two to 
         some- times three weeks late waiting till the tobacco harvest
         is finished.  Then you are in double jeopardy.  They become 
         discouraged and leave, and say, "Well, I can't do it this year.
         Next year I'll do it.  And the same thing happens, with 
         stronger conviction next year.  And then the following year 
         they say, "Well, I'm too old.  Those little kids -- I'd f
         stupid walking into school with those young kids."  So the 
         children then would be excused, they wouldn't go.  They would 
         try to find other...  Also, the seemingly lucrative pay of t
         tobacco harvest also lured many of the children away from 
         school entirely, because they were of the opinion that they 
         possibly could make that kind of money throughout the year.
         And of course they couldn't -- only on rare occasions could 
         they do that.  At that time the job market was not tight as it
         is now -- there were many jobs around.  Some of them did get 
         jobs for a little while and this was one of the big problems.   
          
          
         Ye
         di
         shortly after seven o'clock in the morning, maybe quarter



         seven.  And he wouldn't get home till five-thirty in the 
         evening.  Some of those children were away for ten, eleven 
         hours, away from home just to attend school.  That is a real 
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         disadvantage to be away from school for that's a long length
         the day.  They go to school in darkness during the winter.  
         It's still dark when they leave for school and it's the same 
         way when they get home.  You don't see them during the daylig
         hours.  And yet, they must keep up and they must also carry on 
         with their curriculum.  Not only that is demanding they have 
         homework to do, it doesn't leave any room for any diversities 
         other than school and what social activities they can get on 
         the bus.  This was most of the time they had, was on the inside
         of the bus sitting down there, getting to school and sitting 
         down.  And naturally you become discouraged under those type of 
         conditions -- that's high school.  The public school wasn't 
         that bad, but it was still bad enough.  These are one of the 
         things that we have been...  I believe we could have had our 
         own high school, but the people also decided...   
          
         We always have two schools of thought on this and I
         te
         This is how the white man got the country away from us -- 
         dividing us.  When we started to fight and quarrel amongst 
         ourselves, all you had to do was wait till one side won and 
         then he would just clean up that side and that was it.  So s
         of the people actually lost both ways -- once through the 
         Indians themselves and once through the white man.  It was 
         difficult.  So these are some of the issues that has to be 
         resolved yet -- modern day Indian having to put up with hars
         conditions of his own environment today.  That's education. 
          
         I was on the, I was the regional chairman for the Task Force on
         th
         what the people up north...  People take advantage of them 
         because they're not knowledgeable to the point where they can 
         argue with the government people, the teachers, and the heal
         nurses, and inspectors, bus drivers, and so forth.  Various 
         contracts that have been drawn up... I doubt that very many of 
         them had any access to the knowledge.  This was a drawback to
         them.  They could be treated in any the people wanted to.  They 
         kept many facts from them.  And I know we have the same 
         problem.  They never come right out and tell you what is 
         accessible, what you can do, what are their commitments, 
         what they must do for you -- on demand or whenever you sho
         cause to have this type of perhaps work, or help, or whatever 
         it is -- extra funding.  That's never brought out.  It's 
         available, but they never let you know.  You have to dig out 
         all this information yourself before it becomes available.
         They're very secretive in many ways.  It's there, it's 
         something like the Ford dealers.  Their policy was "Well, we'
         fix the car if they rust to pieces."  But the dealers we
         mum, they never let anybody know about this, they kept very 
         quiet.  They kept a very low profile when a car started to 
         rust.  It just became known a long time after these things th
         they could have taken the car back to the Ford people and th
         would have been responsible for fixing it.  But they never said 
         anything about it.  Well, the government towards the Indian 



         works the same way.  And we always felt that with more 
         cooperation...   
          

 thought, "Well, if we had Indians in         At one time people  those 
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         white people's positions we would solve, alleviate much of the
         hardships that we are enduring under the government rules and 
         regulations."  Well, that idea doesn't work either, because you 
          
         get some people into that position and they're worse than the 
         wh
         vendettas against their own people.  So this doesn't really 
         work to such a desirable degree.  I have seen Indians working
         for Indian Affairs and I couldn't get along with them, or 
         whatever.  I went to one place and this fellow was in charge of
         education and he just wouldn't have anything to do with thi
         young fellow.  He wouldn't allow him to go back to school, to 
         upgrading school, or anything, wouldn't even talk to him, 
         wouldn't consider it.  And there was another incident there 
         where the attendance counsellor, or whoever it was, had 
         problems years ago.  Two women had had arguments years ago ov
         a boyfriend or something and one woman never forgot, and 
         was years ago.  And she had a position where she could cause 
         trouble for this woman by having her son, or children, taken 
         off the bus -- this is what she did.  Maybe thirty or thirty- 
         five years later this happened.  And this sort of thing is 
         hurting our people.  It's not only the white people, our own 
         people are doing it.  So possibly the answer could only come
         having our people more knowledgeable as to how to get around 
         some of the problems which are thrown in our way.   
          
         I was talking to some people one time and I said, "We

rks in devious ways.  I went to this place and the         wo
         'Well, in order to be on our team you have to have stockings 
         with yellow, red, and white stripes around it.'  'Well,' I 
         said, 'I have a pair of stockings with yellow, red, and white 
         stripes.  Yes, I have pair.'  'Oh, you do, eh.  Oh, oh well,
         just forgot that you've got to have orange rings on the white 
         stripes.'  I said, 'Well, my stockings they have orange rings 
         on them.'  'Oh!  Really now, you mean with a black dot in the 
         middle?'"  You know, they keep thinking up rules and 
         regulations as you go.  When you meet a certain criteria, they 
          
          

ild up another one.  This sort of thing, it goes on          bu
         en
         example of the various things that can be thrown in you
         people who are supposedly there to help Indians.  And Indian
         do this as well, they think up things like that.   
          

nt of our          So education is becoming, I would say, the focal poi
         ad
         cutting back on funding.  I remember years ago there was very 
         little of it.  Now there seems to be less again.  But for a 
         while there things were going along quite smoothly.  This is 
         only one aspect of it and the other is culture.   
          
         To be Indian is "in" again.  At one time, I have se



         deny they were Indians.  Some people from my reserve pretended 
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         they couldn't understand what I was saying to them.  And I know
         they understand -- I used to talk to them.  We conversed freely 
         in Oneida when we were children.  When they grew up they had 
         completely forgotten.  I said, "No, you haven't forgotten.  I 
         can't see how you could ever forget your native language."  At
  
         in any of the schools where the Indians usually went.  In my 
         case, of course, I was raised in the city -- this didn't apply. 
         I suppose there was no one around to speak Oneida anyway, other 
         than myself.  I couldn't talk to anyone.  But on reserve 
         schools and various other schools, such as the residential 
         schools, they were always forbidden to use their native 
         language.  The people of Quebec wonder -- they feel very 
         depressed over certain legislations that they have passed.  
         Well, I don't remember them passing legislations where In
         was not supposed to be spoken, but this was at the 
         discretionary powers of arbitration on the part of the teache
         that they did this.  This was policy mostly of the church.   
          
         Churches were actually governing some of the schools in the 
         older, in the old days as they say, residential schools.  
         Indian children were being educated by... just members, at o
         time members of the clergy and people who could barely teach 
         uncertified teachers in many cases.  If you were a friend o
         the Indian Agent, well you could always get a job as a teacher. 
         So this was the beginning of our educational system.  Usually 
         men of the cloth were principals, and they were paid by, I 
         believe, by Indian Affairs.   
          
         Those conditions were appalling.  They say in Mount Elgin th

in it.  Well, quite a few pe         used to eat oatmeal with worms 
         ha
         wormy.  All the things that... tales of hardship.  My cousin 
         nearly died from pneumonia one time.  He was eating frozen 
         apples because he wasn't allowed to eat at school.  He had don
         something and they wouldn't allow him to eat as the other kids

a         were fed, so he had to resort to eating frozen apples.  It w
         close to Christmas time, and some apples were still out there 
         in the field or somewhere he knew.  He went there to get them 
         and that's what he ate.  He must have ate quite a few of them 
         and he got sick, nearly died.   
          
         Some of the tales are worse than...  I know my brother-in-law, 
         he was telling me about the time 
         fr
         at the time, and they used to go around together, these two.  
         The other fellow was a Chippewyan, I believe -- he wasn't 
         Oneida.  And he did something wrong in the eyes of the 
         so-called clergy who were running the place and they sent this 
         little boy way up to the top little room.  There was not he
         It was in the wintertime, no heat up there and they left
          
          
         there.  Quite often they used to send boys up there and they 

uld give them very little to eat, if anything, for two or          wo
         th



         fellow and he said, "I feel sick."  He was sick before they 
         sent him up there, and when they went to look at him the next 
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         day he was dead.  He died all alone up there.  No one knew 
         exactly when he died, but he was all stiffened up.  And they 
         told my brother-in-law, "Go up and clean up your little friend.
         Wash his body so the undertaker won't have such an awful job
         washing a dirty Indian like that." And so he got a pan of wate
         and he went way up there to the top, and he washed his own 
         friend.  What indignity he had to suffer, because he was this 
         little boy's friend.  But he said, "I felt good."  He says, "I 
         really felt that I was helping, still helping my friend though
         he was...  I cried when I saw him, I was crying as I was 
         washing him.  What am I going to do?  I don't have a friend 
         like this fellow was."  Then he said, "Well, in a way he's 
         lucky to be out of here, away from all this.  He doesn't h
         to worry about eating wormy oatmeal anymore, and getting 
         strapped for nothing."  They used to bring the Mounted Police 
         down and watch, make sure the boys didn't retaliate while the 
         boys got a licking with sticks.  And if they did, then the
         parents would get into trouble.  The law saw to that.   
          
         Then you wonder why the Indians are not educated the way the
         should be.  And those things are still with us today, we 
         re
         for another two hundred or three hundred years this will be 
         going on.  This becomes part of our oral tradition.  The severe 
         punishment for nothing, absolutely nothing.  The same way is 
         today.  People walking down the street, a young fellow is 
         walking down the street.  I saw this in Edmonton, time and time 
         again, where a cruiser comes along, policemen jump out of ther
         and they grab him, and they slam him up against the wall, t
          
          
         his pockets inside out looking for things that they...  And 

metimes they   just throw him in the cruiser and drive him to         so
         ja
         diminished, not to that degree, it just changed in form, that
         all.   
          
         Medicare?  Yes, everybody talks about Indians getting Medicare 

ing.  But how often do you go to the hospital,          for noth
         es
         department?  They are just put in the hall and forgotten.  You 

itals          stay there for hours.  Or go to the clinic at these hosp
         and you wait and you wait.  No one bothers after, no one 
         bothers with you as a rule.  Faces coming in later -- if their 
         skin is white, they get priority.  I've seen this happen time 
         and time again.  They just don't seem to care.  A couple o
         weeks ago I saw my grandson cough and right away I knew what 
         that was.  I said, "That's whooping cough."  And when they took
         him to the doctors, oh, this must have been a month ago, yeah
         when I first saw him I said, "Well, he has whooping cough."  H
         was born in March, he was only four, five months old, something 
         like that.  And he had whooping cough, at least this is what I 
         thought it was.  And the doctors up there said, "No, no way has 
         he got whooping cough."  And they took him to different doctors 
         and they all said, "No, but we'll give you things to help it."  



         It was just last week somebody decided that he did have 
         whooping cough.  Then they all agreed, "Yes, it's whooping 
         cough.  Why didn't you bring him here earlier?"  He said, 

cide          "Well, he's been under your care for a month.  Now you de
         he does have whooping cough."  "Oh," he said, "sometimes a 
         doctor is not right, you know.  They can't be right one hundred 
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         percent of the time."  But after all that suffering the little 
         baby has gone through even at his age they're starting on him 
         -- to do the things that they do to other people, frustrate 
          
          
         them.  There's another area where I've been fighting for the 
         In
         with them.   
          
         We are usually the first ones to (tape is cut off).  Yeah, 
         sometimes I co
         gu
         number of women who have been sterilized.  I said, "Whose 
         policy is this?"  And the doctors don't know -- they didn't
         hear of such a thing going on, they never hear about it.  I
         so strange for them to learn of a thing like that, they kno
         nothing about it.  But there was a lot of it going on.  The 
         different medicines that they prescribed, it's something that I 
         always...  They used to have tranquilizers... and they have on
         basic thing for a while there for any skin irritations, or any 
         type of thing they big barrels of (inaudible), salve, or 
         ointment they gave.  Cough syrup, gallons and gallons of it,  
         that's all they did was dispense that.  So it seems that no 
         matter, despite all the people going in the various clinic
         they have one set of prescriptions, it seems, for everyone.  
         One man was diabetic and they didn't diagnose that for two 
         years.  He almost died from it.  They originally told him it 
         was cancer.  He almost died from that until a Chinese doctor 

o         says, "That's not cancer, that's diabetes."  So they began t
         treat him, or at least he did, the Chinese doctor saved this 
         man's life.  Now we ask the doctors about that -- they never 
         saw this man, and yet he used to go their clinic.  "Oh, that's 
         strange.  We don't know about him.  I never saw him, he didn't
         come to this clinic."   
          
         So many things that I think they tell us they're helping us. 
         Sure, they help me with h

hers who need it other         ot
         group of doctors, probably that's why.  And being a veteran, 
         there's a little bit of value left in being a veteran.  But
          
         gradually they are being eroded away.  But this is one time I 
         was thankful, because any other time I... sometimes I feel 

hamed for taking part in that.  And the way Indian veteran         as
         were treated as soon as they came home.  I won't marr this tape
         with the details of some of those episodes, we'll just leave
         it... bitter memories.  Perhaps at times very... it's very sad 
         in cases, what they did, they did and what they wouldn't do 
         with the veterans.   
          
         Then there are the church members.  Far as I know the church,



         Christianity, is based on the cooperative philosophy.  And 
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         Indians are members of that cooperative philosophy.  The whole
         social structure is based on giving and sharing, and so is the 

d          Bible of Christianity.  It's full of giving and sharing.  An
         when the Europeans got it back they don't give, they take.  
         They took the religion right out of the Near East and took it 
         to Europe.  And the rigid doctrines would not bend to what they
         wanted it to fit around them.  And then it began to fragment a
         a result of its rigid doctrines being bent.  It broke and 
         began to fragment.  It's still fragmenting today, because if 
         they don't particularly agree with the any doctrine of the 
         church they simply either change the church, or put up a ne
         one, one that will fit.  So many differentiating theological 
         processes going on -- what they do believe.  And they're all 
         very convincing.  They all carry Bibles, but they're all 
         takers.   
          
         I tell them about our Indian religion and how it got start
         what they d
         it, this is the only church that's right."  Then I look at... 
         Sometimes I get a hold of a book and all the different 
         Christian churches listed in there, although every one of 
          
         those is professed to be right, every one of them.  Ther
         some, some are even amalgamating at times.  They get togeth
         to form one church.  It becomes very frustrating to listen to 
         them at times.  They preach and I don't agree with what they 
         preach.  That's why I don't go to church, I pray at home.   
          
         And the only thing I tell them people is, "If you can't be goo
         to your God then try to be good to His most prized possession

 this world, which is your fellow man.  At least try to be         in
         good to your fellow man if you can't be good to your God."  And 
         the other thing I tell them is, "Look where you have been and 
         see where your tracks have gone."  I say, "Look, what have you
         done lately?  What have I done lately to help my fellow man, to 
         help him try to ease the burden of life."  It's surprising how 
         often you will find that you have done nothing for him.  In 
         fact, you have said something that might make his life a little 
         harder to bear, his burden of life heavier by the sharp tongue. 
         When our minds are filled with ulterior thoughts we are 
         suddenly imbued with superior intelligence.  I don't know why 
         this is, but when you want to do somebody any harm, or 

nly          whatever, say something bad, or insult them you...  Sudde
         your tongue will suddenly liven up with words that you would 
         never think of if you were doing something good in equal
         proportions.  Or if you do make a mistake it's very difficult 
         to go back and say, "I'm sorry," or, "I am wrong.  I would lik
         you to know that I either changed my mind, or I'm sorry I 
         caused you this grief." Some of these things, you don't hear 
         those...  Only on rare occasions will anyone come up to you to 
         say this.  I know, I've done it very few times myself and i
         really hard, very hard. 
          
         I suppose this is why some people pay money, just so they won't 

me of their mistakes.  They give to          be coming out to admit so
         th
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         matter of great contradictions and conjecture.  I very seldom
scuss religion with people because I know it's a very          di

         eroding thing.  It erodes away friendship and understanding.  
         So I don't propose to be a theologian.   
          
         But when I'm asked to speak at various churches, I usually tell
         them about the origin of our Indian religi
         wo
         she came from heaven as a being -- she wasn't created here.  
         And there was a definite plan in mind when she arrived.  Woman 
         was not an afterthought as it seems to depict in the Bible.  
         And the religion itself was to spread for Indian people.  It 
         wasn't meant to be rammed down people's throat, as great 
         Christianity is.  No, it was something that was to be taken up
         by the people themselves.  Oh, it's hard.  Different ways that
         they're doing it.  Once competitive people got a hold of t
         religion, things have changed a great deal.  Christianity 
         itself was done this way, it was supposed to spread.  But so 
         much for religion.  
          
         Now, I have other things about... perhaps the historical aspec
         of our people.  They 
         pl
         from one status to another.  They were always in on 
         decision-making, things of great importance to the family and
         people in general.  They have always led in groups, taught ou

the fir         children, their grandchildren and friends.  They are 
         teachers we see -- the mother.  Unlike the European woman, she 
         was a necessity, very necessary in the way a community was run. 
         The family, the structure of the whole community depended a 
         great deal on a woman's ability to lead it, to collect, to 
         store food, and dispense the food.  She doctored her family.  
          
         At times she nursed them, looked after her husband in sickne
         and she shared in his happiness, in his glory, his grief, also 

ed with him if it was necessary to her way of thinking.  She         di
         was faithful unto death.  Many cases this would... 
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